FROM GRADE PREP Q

I played with my motorbike. By Zak

Today I played with the blocks. By Zion

Today we had investigations. I played on the writing table and I wrote a letter to Ella. By Tiah

Today I played with Aleisha. I had fun. By Jasmine

Today I was the reporter. Today I played with Zak and the motorbike. By April.

Today Tahliah played with me and I played shops. By Blaze

Today I went on the writing table and I drew a picture then we had to pack up. By Ella

I played with Tiarne. We played with the beanie kids. By Paige

Today I played with my beanie kids. I played with Tiah and Paige, Ziontelle and Kira. By Tiarni

I played with Tiah on the writing table. By Kira

We made a castle. It was awesome. It was cool. By Bailey

Today I was playing with Clank. By Mitchell

Me and the boys made a fantastic house. By Archer

Today I played with Blaze and Jasmine. By Aleisha

Today I played with Lightening MacQueen. By Zach

We made a castle. It was so awesome. By Kaylem

Today I was playing with my Power Rangers. By Callum
If I could fly
by Chelsea

If I could fly I wouldn’t have to drive a car and I wouldn’t need to have a driver’s license. It would be cool to play tiggy because when kids came to tag me, I would zoom up and they would be jumping to try and get me. If I could fly it would be so awesome to fly next to a live bird. If I could fly I would try to fly as fast as a jet.

If I could fly
by Dacoda

If I could fly I would get my mum to make me a costume with an N on it and the N would stand for Nemo. I would be the king of the world. I would be really popular because I could save everyone in the world. I would be a superstar! Flying down the red carpet would be awesome and flying around stores would be the best because it would beat walking.

If I could fly
by Emma

If I could fly, I would go to the moon and back. I would fly to school and Melbourne or Hobart. In PE, it would be fun to fly up in the air during ball tiggy. At play time I would fly out of the class room to go and play with my friends.

If I could fly
by Xavier

If I could fly I would be careful of plane engines or I would be killed. If I could fly I would be called super X. If I could fly I would be paid $200,000,000 and if I didn’t, I would go and join the army. If I was born with wings, I would fart for boost! If I could fly I would have eagle wings with eagle eye sight. If I could fly I would fly to space and swing on the stars. If I could fly I would fly to the moon.

If I could fly
By Ryan

If I could fly I could fly with jets. If I could fly I could go to school by flying and I would be the first one to school. If I could fly I will never be it on tiggy because when the person who was it I would just fly up. If I had the ability to fly I would fly into trees and get cats down and bring the cats down and bring the cats to the owner.

If I could fly
By Ebony watts

If I could fly, I would show off by writing my name in the clouds. I could make money by dropping advertisements in front of people, clean gutters and giving rides. I could sit on top of the house under the door and when Tabitha comes out, I’ll drop glue on her head that’s mixed with chocolate then glue a bird’s feeder to the roof and put out water and food for it. She would thinks it is bird poo, and I wouldn’t get in trouble! In the morning I
would wake up very early, get ready for school, leave a note saying I’ve flown to a friend’s house but really be flying around shopping with the money I earn. That is why I would like to fly, because it would be SOOO TOTALLY AWESOME!!!

If I could fly.
By Brandyn

If I had wings, I would have the ability to fly. I would travel to school and I would also be able to fly home.
I would be speedy. I wish I could fly. I would be 10-times the speed of light, or maybe 15 times. I would travel at mega speed. I could fly all around at athletics track, the basketball court and football oval & more!

FROM GRADE 3/4G - Flying Machine Inventions

If I were a super hero my name would be Xavier. I would have x-ray vision and super strength and changing powers. I would make a team called the new generation organisation. They would be full of seekers and super heroes. We would go all over the world just to help people. That is what I would do if I were a super hero. By Jake L.

My flying machine can carry 1000 passengers. It can go to anywhere you like. It runs on food scraps. It uses flapping wings to slow it down so it can land. It goes 500km per hour. It’s an exciting invention because it can go anywhere. It has boost on it. It has guns. It has two blades.
By Zane

My flying machine looks like it’s a limo but a SHINEY red one with big, long wings out the side. There are tiny wheels and it can hold up to 903 people. It gives you free meals like prawns and chocolate mashed together. The pilot gets to go to bed and eat toast because the flying machine runs by itself. It runs on popcorn and beef stroganoff. It can fly anywhere in the world but it can only fly to Mars and Jupiter. It has MacDonalds and a bowling alley in the flying machine. It goes up to 250 max speed. That’s why it’s an exciting design. By Shelby

My flying invention holds 2 people. It has no wings. It runs on any sort of liquid. It has a T.V. and a radio in it. It goes 40km per hour. You could go all around the world. It is called the hover car 3.8.8. By Caleb. E

I’m going to invent a flying machine that goes slow. It can hold thirty two passengers and it has wings. It will land safely. It flies over Rome and Paris. It goes out of Earth. It has a propeller and two wings. My butter-bee is awesome. By Kayla R.